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So often in the meeting planning industry, client's like you are in search of something new,
innovative, memorable, and fun for your client's meetings / conferences. We at Business With
Balls would like to help you turn an ordinary event into an extraordinary event by incorporating
both our product and motivational speaker into your next meeting.

  

Allow us to take this opportunity to better acquaint you with how we can do just that. The
concept is simple. First, we establish with you the needs and objectives you require for your
upcoming meeting. Then, we devise a program with our motivational speaker who combines
your specified objectives into an hour long interactive presentation.

The juggling sets can be personalized with your company logo, along with relevant messages
on the alternate panel of each ball. The messages on the balls serve as a constant
reinforcement of the objectives set forth at the beginning of the meeting. By the closing of the
session, the participants will have learned at least the rudiments of the 3 ball juggle.

Objectives for your client's meeting may include the following :    
    -  Learning to learn and working towards their maximum potential  
    -  Breaking complex concepts into simplified components, using mistakes to adjust and
improve   
    -  Building confidence with focus and concentration  

  

  

We distinguish our product and service from others, by the power of each presentation and
professionalism we offer to any business relationship. The impact our session has on the
participants is tremendous :    
    -  A new found skill is acquired  
    -  Rather than just having memories of the meeting, the participants have the opportunity to
take the personalized juggling sets home.   
    -  The excitement of juggling will be shared with family and friends, therefore constantly
reinforcing the company name and messages imprinted on the balls.   
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